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Effective Modern C++: 42 Specific Ways to Improve Your Use of C++11 and C++14O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Coming to grips with C++11 and C++14 is more than a matter of familiarizing yourself with the features they introduce (e.g., auto type declarations, move semantics, lambda expressions, and concurrency support). The challenge is learning to use those features effectively—so that your software is correct, efficient,...
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Learning Java (The Java Series)O'Reilly, 2000
This book is about the Java™ language and programming environment. If you've been at all active on the Internet in the past few years, you've heard a lot about Java. It's one of the most exciting developments in the history of the Internet, rivaling the creation of the World Wide Web. Java became the darling of the Internet programming...
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Learn Java 12 Programming: A step-by-step guide to learning essential concepts in Java SE 10, 11, and 12Packt Publishing, 2019

	
		A comprehensive guide to get started with Java and gain insights into major concepts such as object-oriented, functional, and reactive programming

	
		Key Features

		
			Strengthen your knowledge of important programming concepts and the latest features in Java
	
			Explore core...
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CherryPy Essentials: Rapid Python Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2007
This book covers the CherryPy library for Python web development from its history and installation through its main features and core concepts to its integration with Python and other products to construct, test, and deploy a sample photoblog application. The author Sylvain Hellegouarch is dedicated to the development of free software projects and...
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Accelerated C# 2008Apress, 2007
C# 2008 offers powerful new features, and Accelerated C# 2008 is the fastest path to mastering them, and the rest of C#, for both experienced C# programmers moving to C# 2008 and programmers moving to C# from another object-oriented language. Many books introduce C#, but very few also explain how to use it optimally with the .NET common...
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Ansi/Iso C++ Professional Programmer's Handbook (Que Professional Series)Que, 1999
By that time, hundreds of thousands of people were using the language. C++ compilers were available
for almost every platform. New C++-based frameworks, such as MFC and OWL, had emerged. The
committee had to face enormous pressure from several directions. Some organizations were advocating
new features and extensions to the language...
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C++ in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2003

	C++ in a Nutshell packs an enormous amount of information on C++ (and the many libraries used with it) in an indispensable quick reference for those who live in a deadline-driven world and need the facts but not the frills. Cross-references link related methods, classes, and other key features. This is an...
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Visual Basic® .NET Power CodingAddison Wesley, 2003
Visual Basic(R) .NET Power  Coding is the experienced developer's guide to mastering advanced Visual  Basic .NET concepts. Paul Kimmel saves readers time and money by providing  thorough explanations of essential topics so you can quickly begin creating  robust programs that have fewer bugs. He...
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The Little Book on CoffeeScriptO'Reilly, 2012

	
		This concise book shows JavaScript developers how to build superb web applications with CoffeeScript, the remarkable language that’s gaining considerable interest. Through example code, this guide demonstrates how CoffeeScript abstracts JavaScript, providing syntactical sugar and preventing many common errors. You’ll...
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Django Design Patterns and Best PracticesPackt Publishing, 2015

	Easily build maintainable websites with powerful and relevant Django design patterns


	About This Book

	
		Unravel the common problems of web development in Django
	
		Learn the current best practices while working in Django 1.7 and Python 3.4
	
		Experience the challenges of working on...
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Python For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Python is one of the most powerful, easy-to-read programming languages around, but it does have its limitations. This general purpose, high-level language that can be extended and embedded is a smart option for many programming problems, but a poor solution to others.


	Python For Dummies is the quick-and-easy guide to getting...
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Scala Design Patterns: Patterns for Practical Reuse and DesignSpringer, 2013

	Scala is a new and exciting programming language that is a hybrid between object oriented languages such as Java and functional languages such as Haskell. As such it has its own programming idioms and development styles.


	Scala Design Patterns looks at how code reuse can be successfully achieved in Scala. A major aspect of...
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